Prairieview Elementary
FALL After School Electives
Sept 14—Nov 23 2:15–3:30 PM

Drawing Class By Young Rembrandts
The fall season is one of the most colorful times of the year. In a Young Rembrandts drawing class, we’ll capture all of those colors and more in our fabulous drawings. Our rainbow giraffe seemingly captures the entire spectrum of colors in a very stylized drawing. A fun drawing of cartoon worms and apples will teach our students how to properly color with colored pencils. We’ll also take an imaginary journey to Paris as we draw the famous Eiffel Tower. A creepy drawing of a haunted house captures the fun spirit of the season. We’ll also take a look at master artist Peter Max as we try to emulate his style. All this and more await your artist in a Young Rembrandts classroom! Sign up today!

THURSDAYS, $103 Grades K—5
(No class: 10/8)

Fun Fluency Immersion Spanish
Join Fun Fluency on an afterschool aventura of learning a new language—the way your brain was meant to learn it! Don’t miss out on your child’s window of opportunity to learn a language with ease at a young age. Classes are taught by native speakers and experienced/certified Spanish teachers. Students learn Spanish naturally through immersion, movement, games, songs, rhythm, reading and acting out/listening to stories. Our storytelling-based method focuses on long-term retention, not just memorization. Students will quickly see how fun and easy it is to understand, read, and write in Spanish while being immersed in language, play, and laughter. This opportunity introduces your student to the many advantages of becoming bilingual and culturally aware at a young age. Check out all the fun we’re having with fluency at www.funfluency.com. Class fee includes the trimester workbook and students will be given websites to use for at home practice.

TUESDAYS, $135 Grades K—4
(No class: 10/6)

STEM/Robotics By Grayslake Sylvan
Our Sylvan Robotics courses help teach STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) concepts to students in a fun, interactive and engaging way. Beyond encouraging an interest in STEM, our proprietary curriculum fosters innovation, creativity and imagination. Sylvan Robotics features the renowned LEGO® Education WeDo™ products combined with our own Sylvan-developed curriculum. Trained instructors teach students how science and engineering concepts work together to build models and then how basic computer programming can animate their model creations into moving robots.

WEDNESDAYS, $113 Grades 1—4
(No class: 10/7)

Registration open Aug 26—Sep 10
· Scholarships available! Email Maris at maris.phillips@rightatschool.com to make a request.
· 1.75% transaction fee on all class purchases

REGISTER TODAY!
rightatschool.com
855-AT-SCHOOL